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EDUCATION

2004-2010  
PhD in Social Economy of Development (qualified très honorable)  
Research Center of Contemporary and Modern China (CECMC)  
École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (EHESS Paris)  

2002-2004  
Master in Comparative Research of Development (honored summa cum laude)  
École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (EHESS Paris)

2000-2002  
Master in Enterprise Administration, Accounting and Audit  
École supérieure des affaires (ESA Grenoble)

1996-2000  
Bachelor in French and English  
Shanghai International Studies University (SISU Shanghai)

PUBLICATIONS

BOOK CHAPTERS


PEER-REVIEWED JOURNALS


Ø Yue Lin, “État, administration locale et initiatives populaires: l’institutionnalisation d’une pratique dans le district d’Yiwu” (State, local administration and individual initiatives:


NON PEER-REVIEWED JOURNALS


MANUSCRIPTS UNDER REVIEW


MANUSCRIPTS IN PREPARATION

- Yue Lin, “Location choice of Chinese firms’ investment in Latin America: ownership and host country determinants”

- Yue Lin, “Emigrants and capital outflows through trade misinvoicing to OECD countries: case of China”

CONFERENCE PAPERS


- “Political economy of defining private enterprises: ownership and property rights with Chinese characteristics”, 23rd CEA (UK) and the 41h CEA (Europe) Annual Conference, London, 2-3 April 2012.

- “L’institution de l’expansion de la confiance dans la finance populaire en Chine contemporaine” (The institution of trust expansion in popular finance of contemporary China), Tiers Monde, La construction des sociétés civiles et le développement: entre innovation, subsidiarité et action publique, Fribourg, 8-10 June 2011.

- “Trust and Institution in the industrial cluster: a case from China”, 4th EAN Research Workshop, Prague, 7-9 October 2010.

- “Decoupling China in the global crisis: toward a more independent and balanced economy?”, 3rd EAN Research Workshop, Copenhagen, 6-7 November 2009.


“When the small and medium family enterprises meet the capital market”, *2nd international conference of entrepreneurship and family business*, Hangzhou, 16-18 May 2006.

### RESEARCH EXPERIENCE

#### CURRENT RESEARCH

**CEAO, UAM (SPAIN)**

Researcher in the project led by prof. Taciana Fisca titled “Textos, imágenes y espacios: Construcción y negociación de discursos en Asia Oriental” (Texts, images and spaces: discourse construction and negotiation in East Asia), and financed by Spanish Education and Science Ministry.

- China’s outward investment in other developing regions
- Reconstruction of economic and financial space by Chinese private entrepreneurs in third country
- Institutional challenge brought by Chinese economic penetration in third country

#### POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCH

**CECMC, EHESS (FRANCE)**

Researcher in the project led by prof. Thierry Pairault titled “Chine-Afrique” (China-Africa), and financed by French National Center of Scientific Research (CNRS).

- State of commercial relationship between China and African countries
- China’s small and medium enterprises in Africa

#### DOCTORAL RESEARCH

**CECMCE, EHESS (FRANCE)**

Researcher in the project led by prof. Thierry Pairault titled “Espace populaire Minjian” (Public space), and financed by French National Center of Scientific Research (CNRS).

- Construction of economic space by private entrepreneurs in China during the reform era
- Interaction between central government, local authority and individual entrepreneurs
- Process to form specific effective institutions

### HONORS AND FUNDING

- Santander Bank’s fund for cooperative projects between UAM and Asian research center 2013-2014 (12000 euros)
- Short term field work research fund provided by CEFC (French Centre for Research on Contemporary China) 2005 (1500 euros)
- French government graduate scholarship 2000-2002

### TEACHING EXPERIENCE

**2009 to present**

**ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, CEAO, UAM**

Delivering theoretical, practical and tutorial sessions for groups of up to 40 undergraduate students, requiring development of suitable resources in collaboration with other presenters, organization and delivery of sessions and course work marking

- “China’s social and economic development”
- “Business culture in China”
- “State and market in the East Asian economies”
2007 to 2009
VISITING PROFESSOR, CEAO, UAM
Delivering theoretical, practical and tutorial sessions for groups of up to 40 undergraduate students, requiring development of suitable resources in collaboration with other presenters, organization and delivery of sessions and course work marking
  ❖ « China’s social and economic development »
  ❖ « From transition to development: reform and openness of China »
  ❖ « Business culture in China »

Summer 2011
Demonstrating at UAM Summer School (China: Menace or opportunity) – delivering the seminar on China’s principal economic challenges in following 10 years

2011
SESSIONAL LECTURER, CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS CHINOS, UPV
Delivering theoretical and practical sessions on China’s Economic Development Trajectory for courses in Postgraduate Chinese Studies

2008-2010
SESSIONAL LECTURER, EOI (INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SCHOOL)
Delivering theoretical and practical sessions on China’s Business Etiquette for courses in Global MBA Program

2004-2006
TEACHING ASSISTANT, UNIVERSITÉ CRÉTEIL DE PARIS
Delivering theoretical and tutorial sessions in mandarin on Economic Principles for groups up to 80 students

OTHER RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

  ❖ Editorial board member of Journal REDIAO, academic journal of East Asia Research Center of UAM
  ❖ Reviewer International Journal of Current Chinese Studies
  ❖ Scientific committee member of FEIAP (Spanish Pacific Asian Investigation Forum)
  ❖ Coordinator of EAN (East Asia Net)
  ❖ Consultant of executive search firms Norman Broadbent

SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS

  ❖ Language skills: Mandarin (native speaker), English (advanced level), French (advanced level), Spanish (advanced level)
  ❖ Computer skills: Microsoft Word (publications), PowerPoint and Keynote (Classroom and conference presentations), Excel (data analysis), STATA (statistical analysis)
  ❖ Teaching skills: Professorship development program (UAM)

AFFILIATIONS AND MEMBERSHIP

  ❖ East Asia Net (since 2009)
  ❖ European Association of Chinese Studies (since 2010)
  ❖ Centre d’Études sur la Chine Moderne et Contemporaine (since 2010)
  ❖ China Institute, Paris France (since 2012)